
Organisational Functions



Function

What are functional areas of an

organisation?



Overview

• A functional area is an area or department  

which carries out a particular business  

function such as marketing or sales.

• All organisations need to pay bills, stock

needs to be ordered & customer queries

need to be answered.

• All functional departments are as

important as each other.



Group Discussion

• What are the  

main functional  

areas within a  

large  

organisation  

such as  

Sainsburys?



Here are the main functions within  

most organisations



We will now look at each one  

in turn



Administration

• Administration is about supporting the  
work of an organisation

• It is not the central purpose  
of the business

• But every business organisation must  
have someone to carry out these tasks

• Otherwise there would be chaos!

• WHY WOULD THAT BE?



What does Administration do?

• Most businesses rely on  
administration in order to be  
‘organised’

• They have a close understanding  
of the business across all of its  
functional areas

• They need to know who does  
what in the firm



Is Administration Important?

• The administrative function

is an indirect part of a business

It is also crucial to what a business does  

Often administrative staff are vital

to a firm’s activities

•

•



Task 1

• In pairs, think of as many functions of the  

administrative part of the organisation as

you can.

• Feedback in 5 minutes.



Administrative functions



CUSTOMER SERVICE



Customer Service Function

• All businesses must look after the  

customers or clients who have an enquiry,  

complaint or concern.

• Today customer expectations are high  

and if the customer is not happy, then they  

will take their business elsewhere.

• Therefore, it is vital that an organisation  

has this function.



Task 2

• In pairs, think of as many functions of the  

customer service part of the organisation

as you can.

• Feedback in 5 minutes.



Functions within the customer  

service department





Finance and Accounts



Finance and Accounts

• Cash flow

– Monitoring income/revenue

– Monitoring expenditure

• Preparing accounts

• Raising finance

– Shares

– Loans

• This department has links with all other  

functional areas



The Functions of Finance &

Accounts



Finance & Accounts

Most organisations consider this as  

being the most important function  

within an organisation.

Why do you think that might be?



•This is because all businesses need a regular  

stream of income to pay bills.

•Finance staff record all the money earned  

and spent so that senior managers always  

know how much profit (or loss) is being made  

by each product or each part of the business  

and how much money is currently held by the  

business.

•This enables critical decisions to be made  

rapidly and accurately because they are based  

on accurate information.

•In some cases this can mean the success  

and failure of a business.



Research & Development



Research and Development

• R&D is about improving the products a  
firm makes or the way it makes them or  
even creating a new one

• Many large firms have dedicated R&D  
staff

• But R&D is an expensive activity

• So firms often rely on using the ideas of  
others



Research and Development

• In some industries, R&D is
the main source of future business growth

Examples are:

– Car manufacturers (investing large sums of  
capital in developing new vehicle models)

– Pharmaceutical companies (reliant on new  
drug products for future growth)



R&D Functions



Other functions

The other functions of a business are:

• Sales

• Marketing

• Production

• Human Resources (Personnel)

• The ICT function


